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Warehouse or shed - what is yours ?
by Dave Oldham - Specialist- Warehousing & Production Logistics
and
Anton Erasmus - Project Manager
All too often in industry, the Warehousing component is found to be wanting, neglected or somewhat overlooked, as not
being the “core business” of the organisation.
In strong Production environments, Production Managers tend to call the shots, and more often than not, have the
Management control of Warehousing. The belief that “if I control the stores, I am less likely to run out of stock,” is one
still held strongly in our experience.
As every Production Manager / Planner knows, Stockouts mean one thing: Production schedule changes – on the fly! If
adherence to the Production Plan is seen as Compliance, how compliant are you?
The Supply Chain is exactly that – a series of interlocking links, and every chain of course, has a weak link. We are
great at Procurement, and getting the material in, at the best possible price, but, when we advance rob stock because of
a forced schedule change, that stock needs to be replaced, in order to keep the original plan as compliant as possible to
meet demand.
Our Warehouses are right here, and so should be the easiest to respond to, and control, yet this is where we fail
consistently.
As we know, the resultant Price Of Non-Compliance (PONC) is invariably in Emergency Shipping, = airfreight for
imported product. How does that affect your competitive edge?
First in first out (FIFO) is another crucial tool we struggle to comply with, and to make matters worse, is almost always a
Customer Specific Requirement (ISO; IATF; etc). Because the product is not found in the warehouse location it is
supposed to be, we’ll take the same product from another location, resulting in both locations being compromised. The
snowball effect renders the situation out of control very quickly. Suddenly, we are not so great at Procurement after all,
because we don’t really know what’s in stock, and what it is we should be ordering.
Age Analysis is another case in point. You will know the value of the stock you write
off annually, because it has passed its use by date. Location Control is seldom fully
understood, with many opting to have fixed warehouse locations for specific products,
because “it helps me to see when I am running low”. The problem with this approach,
is that such warehouses can never be more that 50% space efficient, at best! If
capacity optimisation is viewed as a measure of compliance, we’re in serious trouble
here.
Another powerful Space Optimisation tool is via Slotting, often unheard of. In most
cases, we have found 30% and more, of low / no cost improvements.

One can only be as efficient as your Management System will allow. For instance, if
you don’t have an effective way to Allocate / Reserve stock by Production or Sales
order, you will constantly be robbing Peter to pay Paul. How many orders can’t you
ship because the stock you thought you had, was used to fulfil another order?
Without a strong Warehouse Management System (WMS), you’re on a hiding to
nothing. Our WMS is affordable, yet powerful enough to solve all the above issues
and is locally owned, developed, and supported.
There are a myriad of compliance enhancing techniques in our basket of offerings
which this article does not have the space to expand on, and we have a compliance
measurement tool which analyses most of these techniques. If something in this
article has spoken to you, give our experts a call.
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Sibeso's Yes journey: A success story
By Sibeso Silumesi - Skills Facilitator & Mentor
Like most graduates, my excitement for the big day was slightly dimmed by the prospect of job hunting in a time of the
highest unemployment rates among graduates in recent memory. To make my job search easier, I created an account
on LinkedIn and made sure I kept an eye out on social media platforms such as Twitter for any vacancies in my field of
work. The job application process can be very time consuming, physically demanding and requires you to spend quite a
bit of money. What I mean by the previous statement is that not every job application is sending an email to the
respective organisation/recruiter, but you might be required to submit your documentation physically, in some cases
you are forced to stand in long queues at banks and police stations as you will need to acquire documentation such as
financial statements and certification of documents.
I was fortunate to have applied for the Unemployment Fund which helped with all the expenses that come with the jobhunting process. My father was the person who made me aware of the Yes-4-Youth programme and this employment
opportunity, after applying I was then contacted by Dr Ricardo Dames in October 2022 and was then interviewed by Mr
Lutho Gwilli who is the Youth Employment Coordinator at Engeli’s Human Capital Solutions division. Prior to my
employment at Engeli I was inexperienced and had a few soft skills I had obtained over the course of my tertiaty
education.
I officially joined the YES program on the 01 of December 2020 at Engeli Enterprise Development as a Human
Resources Administrator under the Human Capital Solutions Division. Within these 12 months under the program, I
have grown in both a personal and professional capacity respectively. Personally, I’ve become an individual who can
introspect and has a better idea of what I want. Professionally I’ve really improved in my soft skills.
Overall, the YES4Youth program has had a positive impact on my career trajectory as during this time I’ve taken major
steps towards my favoured career path, I’ve been exposed to the various dynamics that come with the working
environment and I’ve attained a variety of new skills and competencies whilst also enhancing my prior gained skillset
and expertise.
Within the organization I was placed under, I was privileged enough to have been exposed to several facets that fall
under the Human Resources umbrella, these range from recruitment and selection, to mentoring and training. I started
off a bit unsure of myself and my capabilities in managing this portfolio of work, however after having familiarized
myself with the organization and my role, I got to see some of my hidden strengths come out – working well individually
(clear focus and attention to detail) and being a team player (willing to assist, put in extra effort and time).
For the first two months after my placement at Engeli, I worked alongside Ayande Lande the Co-Founder of PlacerApp.
PlacerApp is an online platform that is meant to be a bridge between unemployed graduates and employment
opportunities, during this time I was working with two fellow Yes-4-Youth candidates, Kamvalethu Kweni and Ezmeralda
Govender. This was my first ever job and I had never spoken on the phone with potential candidates interested in
employment opportunities. I would say this is where I learned more on

liaising with candidates, recruitment, and

selection. We were busy with a recruitment drive for Purem Port Elizabeth, previously known as Eberspacher, under the
YES program for 154 youths.
After my tenure with PlacerApp, I officially started at Engeli Human Capital Solutions on the 1st of December 2020.
Some of the tasks that I got assigned included, recruiting, and selecting, being admin support for the main facilitator
during the closed gap program which is done under the Harambee learning platform. I was also able to visit some of the
clients we worked with such as Volkswagen South Africa, WNS (Kariega), and Ingrain SA (Gauteng).
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I also got to assist some of my colleagues at other Engeli
divisions such as Mrs. Rene Howlett, Transformation Manager
under the B-BBEE department, who required assistance with BBBEE certificates and the HR Manager, Mrs. Donna Kramer
who needed assistance with a mentoring session with YES
employees under Tenneco.
Working with Donna made me realize how much I love working
closely

with

mentoring

fellow

Yes

sessions.

Dr.

candidates
Ricardo

through

Dames

training

and

recognized

my

interactions during this period and started giving more time to
focus on training and facilitation

and that in-turn has helped

me grow as a facilitator and mentor.
On the 7th of October, I got to travel to Gauteng and was
assigned with a group of potential candidates under the
Klipriveir Mill in Meyerton who were chosen to join the Ingrain
SA Production Trainee Immersion Day on the 8th. I had to
ensure that the candidates were well informed and prepared
about all the particulars of the upcoming programme, we also
had to ensure that all the candidate’s documentation was
submitted

and

validated.

During

the

immersion

day,

the

candidates had to write an assessment which I had to mark as
well.
Like everything in life, the Yes program has its positives and
negatives. Whilst candidates are offered 12 months’ worth of
invaluable work experience, due to the current economic
climate permanent employment/absorption is not a certainty,
whilst

interacting

with

candidates

during

training

and

mentorship, I have observed that in some organizations there
is a high expectation with regards to candidates’ performance
even though adequate training has not been provided.
I am grateful that my story gets to be one of the positive ones
in that after my 12 months under the YES program, I got
absorbed and staring with my new position as a Skills
Facilitator and Mentor. In summary these 12 months have been
educational, transformational, and empowering. Not only have I
become more comfortable in a professional setting, but I have
also learnt how to set goals and objectives for what I want
career wise.

Click Here
to learn more
about the
Yes-4-Youth

My life before and after the Yes programme has changed
significantly

for

the

better.

I

went

from

an

unemployed

graduate to a working-class professional who other fellow
graduates look to for advice on how to improve their skillset
and integrate themselves in their respective organizations.

Initiative
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Yes-4-Youth:
More than simply ticking the box
by John Rankin - Business Development Manager & Transformation Specialist
On 28th August 2018 the Yes4Youth Initiative (YES) was published as Gazette #41866. YES is a pioneering, businessdriven initiative which has partnered with Government and Labour to tackle South Africa's Youth unemployment crisis
and drive youth employability. YES aims to create one million work experiences for the Youth through enabling a
business to contribute to, and to be a co-creator of, a future that works. In this process an organisation can gain one or
two Status Levels on its overall scorecard.
Yes-4-Youth has created over 70 000 new jobs with 1800 Corporates and has deployed over R3.9billion back in the
economy since inception. This is an incredible accomplishment and is impacting not only the lives of the candidates
being placed, but their families and communities.
YES affords organisations two avenues of engagement. The first being directly through YES or via an Approved
Implementation Partner. However, organisations must not blindly embark on YES. The process must be an informed
one to ensure that the outcome is successful for all parties involved. This article intends to unpack considerations that
should be taken into account to ensure the desired outcome for all parties.
Implementation Phase Considerations
Upon deciding to engage in YES, the Implementation Phase sets the tone and foundation for the next 12-months. It
should not be a tick-the-box exercise for B-BBEE enhancement, but one of careful consideration.
Timeframe for implementation – Allot sufficient time to plan the implementation effectively. For example, larger
organisations should allow two to three months planning before embarking on YES.
Understanding the roles of all parties – Ensure that all internal and/or contracted parties understand their role and
responsibilities before embarking on YES. Consider the selection of YES Candidates, the administration associated
with the registration process and the paper trail required for a B-BBEE Audit.
Identifying the roles

- Bear in mind that the position must provide quality work experience for the 12-month

contract. Have clarity on what role a YES Employee will fill. This process must be a consultative process with the
person who will manage the YES Employee.
Internal processes for selecting and onboarding candidates – Consider the number of YES Candidates required and
how many rounds of interviews are necessary. Have a plan in place to conduct reference, criminal and medical
checks.
Candidate sourcing – Determine the number of YES Candidates an organisation requires based on the YES criteria.
The process can run via YES directly,

internally or through a suitable implementation partner. Sourcing YES

Candidates internally from a pool of friends and family members of the current workforce may have the added
benefit of increased morale and buy-in for the program.
Administration for onboarding YES Candidates – The process of implementing YES, especially for larger
organisations, needs to be a managed one. A dedicated person, usually from the Human Resources Department
should be tasked with gathering CV's shortlisting and interviewing candidates within an agreed timeframe.
Employment contracts must be prepared and signed upon the employment of a YES Employee. Critical is gathering the
payroll information and unemployment affidavits that are necessary for the verification process. Holding induction
workshops for all successful YES Candidates is highly recommended.
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Absorption – Absorption is a critical element of YES. Therefore careful
consideration should be given to how a YES Employee, following the
completion of the 12 months, will be integrated within an organisation or host
organisation’s workforce in line with the YES criteria.
YES budget – All costs pertaining to YES, from registration to onboarding,
recruitment, monthly remuneration, the service providers rolling out YES, must
appear on the budget.
Internal YES Considerations
There are internal factors which must be taken into account to ensure that an
organisation's workforce embraces YES Employees.
Internal

Headcount

Requirements

–

In

the

current

economic

climate

retrenchments are a reality, and many organisations have physical headcount
limits in place. Organisations must measure the risks of how onboarding a
YES Employee will be perceived by the workforce and the Unions representing
the sector in which an organisation operates.
Remuneration | YES recommended vs Bargaining Council rates – YES
prescribes a recommended minimum monthly wage of R4,100 per person (as
of 01 March 22) . However, sector-specific Wage Prescriptions for identified
positions

take

priority.

What

is

worthwhile

considering

is

that

the

recommended minimum wage, irrespective of Wage Prescriptions, offers
sufficient compensation.
Shifts and overtime – There have been instances where a workforce raises
concerns if priority goes to YES Employees for specific shifts and overtime
due to their lower cost to the company. It is therefore essential to be mindful
that this can cause animosity amongst a workforce. To avoid causing upset in
a workforce, it is worthwhile allocating overtime and a shift roster in a priority
or tiered approach.
Manage workforce perceptions – Job security is paramount to each person
making up an organisation’s workforce. Upon making a YES employee
permanent, organisations must manage the ‘grapevine’ and deal with concerns
that may arise, and if necessary assure the workforce

that the appointment

will not replace another employee as a ‘cheaper’ option. Therefore, openly
communicating the role of a YES Employee from the onset will go a long way
towards managing any concerns. Doing this may well increase the buy-in of a
workforce and the associations representing them.
Policies and procedures -

Remember that YES Employees are just that,

employees. Thus they must be aware of the expectations and adhere to an
organisation's policies and procedures. At the same time, it is essential to take
into account that for many YES Employees this will be their first experience in
a working environment. For a smooth transition, organisations should provide
a thorough induction programme, so that all YES Employees are aware of the
expectations and what behaviour is considered appropriate.
Quality Workplace Experience
One of the pivotal components of YES is to provide a YES Employee with quality
work experience over a 12 month period. The foundation of YES is to expose YES
Employees to practica skills that will better their future long-term employment
opportunities and ultimate success.
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One of the pivotal components of YES is to providing YES Employees
with ‘quality work experience over a 12 month period. The foundation of
YES is to expose YES Employees to practical skills that will better their
future long-term employment opportunities and ultimate success.
Identify positions for YES – Jobs identified for YES Employees must
meet the criteria outlined on the YES website. The core is that a YES
Employee is actively engaged throughout the day on a full-time basis
throughout the duration. During this time, they must gain tangible
skills that will put them in good stead for future employment
opportunities.
Match a candidate to a job – Like any employee, an unfulfilled YES
Employee has the right to leave during the 12-month contract period.
More often than not, this happens as a direct result of a YES
Employee's skills set and qualifications not aligning with their
assigned role.

It is vital to bear in mind that the qualifications of

YES Employees vary from person to person. During the recruitment
process it is imperative to ascertain what the long-term career goals
of a YES Employee are. These must be taken into consideration and
align to the position on offer.
Investigate the skills gap – An internal Skills Analysis will identify the
shortfall of skills within an organisation. Imparting tangible skills to a
YES Employee, aligned with their long-term career goals, will go a
long way to a successful YES experience. However, the long-term
benefit

of

an

organisation

should

be

succession

planning.

Remember, succession planning is not so much about the title, but
the skills to bridge the gap when the need arises.
YES Employee hosting – Many organisation, especially larges ones,
cannot employ their full quota of YES Employees. The government
identified this hurdle and has made an allowance for YES Employees
to complete the programme with a host organisation. The YES
website provides information on credible host organisations that
meet

the

criteria.

However,

organisations

sponsoring

a

YES

Employee must ensure that the host organisation affords a YES
Employee with a quality work experience. Vital to recruiting a YES
Employee is that the Basic Conditions of Employment must apply. To
promote inclusivity, afford the same privileges enjoyed by an
organisation’s workforce to a YES Employee.
The paper trail – It is imperative for organisations, whether in the
capacity of a sponsoring or host organisation, to keep a paper trail to
confirm the successful completion of a YES Employee’s 12-month
contract.

Such

evidence

must

include

if,

when

and

how

the

absorption of a YES Employee took place following the conclusion of
their contract.
The success of a YES placement mainly depends on open and honest
communication. In line with labour laws, work conditions must be inside
the realms of the Basic Conditions of Employment.
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Tracking Progress
Unique

to

YES

are

the

smart

devices

provided to each YES Employee to track
their

progress

However,
program.

the

and

a

training

training

portal

Therefore,

is

portal.
a

basic

organisations

are

encouraged to offer further training and
development to YES Employees.
Most pertinent is that YES for many YES
Employees

is

their

first

exposure

to

employment. Therefore, a clear and concise
induction

programme

regarding

an

organisation’s policies, procedure and nonnegotiables would be of benefit in the long
term.

In

terms

of

disciplining

a

YES

Employee, full awareness is essential.
YES tips to bear in mind:
YES is not a Learnership, Apprenticeship or and Internship. The B-BBEE scorecard dictates just that;
YES Employees are not points on a scorecard, but an investment in your organisation;
Claims for training are only allowed on the provision that a YES Employee receives training over and above the YES
requirements. Important to note is that the Internal Training Cap increased to 50% from 25% for the total B-BBEE
Skills Claims if engaged in YES.
YES Employees need to be motivated and mentored throughout their placement.
YES Employees should have the same goals and objectives as the rest of an organisation’s workforce to drive their
overall development in line with their peers.
Unfortunately circumstances may prevail whereby a YES Employee cannot be absorbed into a workforce once they
complete the programme. This being the case and providing it does not cause any undue hardship, an organisation can
choose to give a one or two day workshop providing Employability Skills. Such training could include how to handle
oneself in an interview, how to present a CV, an overview of the Basic Conditions of Employment, how to read an
employment contract, as well as the various avenues to gain employment.
Engeli Human Capital Solutions are proud to be an implementation partner for Yes-4-Youth and can assist you in the
complete scoping of your projects from concept, recruitment, candidate screening, mentoring & training, all paperwork
requirements until the completion of the project. We’d love to hear from you to assist you in changing the lives of our
future generations of leaders!
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Reaching the new age consumer
By Sango Tena & Sibulele Mjangqeka - Marketing Associates
How can you describe the new age consumer? The new age
consumer is described as being tech savvy, flexible and expects
the highest level of user experience. We are now living in a time
where an adult asking an 8-year-old to help them fix an issue on
their iPad or smart phone is not the craziest thing you’ll ever
hear. In a nutshell you can use two terms to classify the new age
consumer, Millennials (Generation Y) and Generation Z.
Millennials are digitally literate, yes but Generation Z is the first
generation to grow up with technology from the start and that is
why it imperative that you separate these two market segments
when drawing up any marketing strategies. Marketers need to
understand each target audience and make use of market
segmentation so that you can create marketing strategies that
are tailor made for each audience respectively.
To make the above task mentioned easier, you need to identify
what

characterizes

each

target

audience,

differentiate each target audience’s behaviors,

being

able

to

way of thinking

and other competencies. Generation Z can be classified as:
Diverse, as this is the most multicultural generation yet
Being open minded
Gamechangers, as they are more interested in innovation
rather than following the norm
Dreamers, because they follow their passions
Independent learners, as they are well equipped and the
desire to self educate.
Whilst Millenials can be classified as:
Tech savvy, not to the extent of Generation Z but tech savvy
nonetheless
Family Centric, unlike Generation Z, the fast lifestyle doesn't
normally appeal to them and are willing to sacrifice high pay
for less working hours and a more better work/life balance.
More achievement orientated, this is a result of growing up
with parents who nurtured and taught them how to avoid the
mistakes of the previos generation.
Being more team orientated, this is a result of participating in
various sports and other extra mural activites that required
teamwork and getting affirmation from their peers.
Constantly

craving

attention,

they

value

feedback

and

guidance. They love being kept in the loop and need praise
and reassurance.
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Another component to this is making sure you know how to
position your brand in the market so that your target
audience identifies with it, because we’re dealing with two
different target audiences, there are two different avenues
you can follow to accomplish this. For Generation Z your
brand must follow the following principles:
Quality will always be number one. In this age of
information, Generation Z will go out of their way to do
research before making any purchasing decisions.
Your brand must move the same way this generation
moves. Generation Z expects brands to move seamlessly
around digital devices like they do. For example, whether
it’s a smartphone or desktop, your website must be
easily accessible and simple to navigate around.
Messages must be quick and to the point.
Be authentic and create a line for two-way conversation.
Create a platform that has a social presence and initiates
engagement.
Humanize your brand. Generation Z will not engage with
a

faceless

corporation,

your

marketing

department/individual must showcase the personality of
your organization.
They want something that is realistic and relatable.
Generation Z will always prefer a brand that embodies
their lifestyle, beliefs, and preferences.
When drawing up any form of marketing plan or strategy,
you have to be able to identify your target audience, how
you draw your target audience and what you need to do to
keep that target audience engaged and building brand
loyalty.
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The importance of knowing your B-BBEE
sector
By Bronwynne Boswell - B-BBEE Consultant
The Importance of knowing your B-BBEE sector
As South African entities comply with B-BBEE legislation to promote economic transformation and economic growth
which leads to further market opportunities within the country, it also acts as a safeguard for existing business and
therefore it is imperative that all companies do understand which sector they fall under and know the requirements
within that specific sector.
Determining your sector……
A specific sector is usually determined by means of where majority of the entity’s turnover is derived from, should more
than 50% of its revenue be from a specific industry that sector will apply to your entity.
There are various sector industries within South Africa,

as per Stats SA the following industry sectors apply ; Mining

and Quarrying, Manufacturing , Electricity Gas and Water Supply, Construction , Trade , Transport, Storage and
Communication, Real Estate and Other Business Services , Community , Social and Personal Services these industries
are normally aligned to the SIC codes (Standard Industrial Classification Codes) as per Stats SA which are also used
when registering for Skills Development Levies with SARS to

ensure

entities are linked to the relevant Sector

Education and Training Authority (SETA).
Company Sectors in relation to B-BBEE Application
Like sector industries being determined by Stats SA, Specific sector codes do also apply for B-BBEE purposes, below is
brief explanation on the various B-BBEE sectors and the application thereof.
1. Agri Sector
Companies in this sector generate revenue from core activities in the Agricultural industry relating to the following: The
primary production of agricultural products; the provision of inputs and services to Enterprises engaged in the
production of agricultural products; the beneficiation of agricultural products whether of a primary or semi beneficiated
form; the storage, distribution and/or trading and allied activities related to non-beneficiated agricultural products.
2. Construction Sector
This applies to all enterprises who derive more than 50% of their Annual Revenue from Construction Related Activities,
the companies may be either be classified as a Contractor, Built Environment Professional or a Supplier of Construction
Material and hence the construction sector codes will apply.
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3. Financial Sector
The finance sector codes applies to any natural or juristic person conducting a business, trade or profession in the
South African financial sector including, but not limited to, the following: Banking;
insurance;

Re-insurance;

Long-term insurance;

Short-term

Retirement fund administration; The management of collective investment scheme assets;

.Financial services intermediation and brokerage; Public entities involved in the financial sector, Asset management,
Consulting and administration; Private equity, Venture capitalist and Impact investors; Management of investments on
behalf of the public, including, but not limited to, private equity, members of any exchange licensed to trade equities or
financial instruments in South Africa and entities listed as part of the financial index of a licensed exchange;
Underwriting management agents; and Industry Trade Associations operating in the sector.
4. Forestry Sector
This sector applies to all enterprises involved with commercial forestry and first level processing of wood products as
well as the following sub-sectors:
Growers sub-sector (plantations, nurseries and indigenous forests); Contracting sub-sector (forestry contractors in
silviculture, harvesting, fire-fighting services and other forestry contracting services that are not covered by their own
Sector Codes); Fibre sub-sector (pulp, paper, paperboard, timber board product, woodchip and wattle bark
manufactures); Sawmilling sub-sector (industrial, structural and mining timber sawmills and match producers); Pole subsector (pole treatment plants); Charcoal sub-sector (charcoal producers).
5. Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
This specific sector will apply to all persons, organisations and entities operating in the ICT Sector in South Africa,
these include entities who operate in the following environments:
Broadcasting; Electronics; Information Technology and Telecommunications sub-sectors; together with participants from
the social partners, namely Government, Labour, Community, and ICASA, initiated a process of developing a Black
Economic Empowerment Code.
6. Transport Sector
The Transport sector applies to all entities who generate revenue from all modes of transport such as Air transport
(Aviation/Airlines), Land transport (Road and Rail) and Sea transport (Maritime), etc. The transport sector has 8 Subsectors, each subsector is explained below.
(i).Bus Commuter: All road passenger transport services rendered by means of minibuses and buses and includes
Commuter bus services; Long distance bus services; Tour and charter bus services; Cross border bus services; Intercity
bus services; School/learner bus services; Commercial contract bus services; Special hire or private hire bus services;
Subsidised and non-subsidised bus services; Scheduled and unscheduled bus services.
(ii).Taxi Industry: The scope of this industry extends to the entire taxi industry and all service providers which may
influence the value chain including, Commuter bus services; Long distance bus services; Tour and charter bus services;
Cross border bus services; Intercity bus services; School/learner bus services; Commercial contract bus services;
Special hire or private hire bus services; Subsidised and non-subsidised bus services; Scheduled and unscheduled bus
services.
(iii).Road and Freight: The scope of this is limited to the Road Freight Transport for Logistics and Allied Services for
Reward Industry related to the following: Supply Chain Management Companies; Logistics companies; Trucking
companies; Transport Management companies; Transport Brokers; Associated Labour Brokers; BEE Operators;
Management Companies for Owner Drivers; South African registered Cross Border Operators; Parcel Delivery Services;
Motor ferry Companies; Cash In transit Companies.
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This

sector

is

specifically

aimed

at

accelerating transformation within the Transport Sector for various
key Stakeholders like the Department of Transport; Transport
Agencies;

State-Owned

Departments

of

Enterprises

Transport;

Local

(SOEs);

Provincial

authorities

(including

metropolitan; Labour; Transport Education and Training Authority.
(v).Maritime: The Maritime Transport & Services Industry (MT &
SI) is often associated with shipping lines involved in the carriage
of cargo and associated service providers and includes entities
render,

marine

manufacture,

transport

provision,

cargo

and

services

maintenance

of

and

repair

ancillary,
of

marine

equipment including Marine craft ; The commercial ports system
and authorities responsible for the provision and operation of
navigational aids, including lighthouse ; Institutions concerned
with rescue, salvage and anti-pollution operations ; Government
departments and agencies concerned with international maritime
relations, administration of maritime safety, the protection and
conservation of the marine environment and law enforcement
within South Africa’s offshore jurisdiction.
(vi).Freight forwarding and Clearing: The Forwarding & Clearing
(F&C) Industry comprises of economic activities that relate to all
imports and exports conducted in respect of goods entering or
leaving South Africa as well as those transiting this country. It
excludes importers and exporters whose core activity is not
clearing and forwarding and applies to the following, Freight
management and supply chain logistics; all modes of transport that
might be involved in the carriage of cargo as well as, service
providers

such

as

warehouses

and

transit

sheds

and

the

associated management of data.
(vii).Rail: The scope of this charter extends to the entire rail
industry value chain. The key players are the state-owned
operators and infrastructure companies, which include Stateowned operators and infrastructure companies; Rail industry value
chain,

including

manufacturers,

suppliers’

consultants

and

maintenance companies; General Rail Services.
(viii).Domestic Aviation: The scope of this industry activities
applies to the aviation industry which includes Civil Aviation;
Scheduled
passenger,

and

non-scheduled

freight,

charter

airline

and

operations,

general

aviation;

including
Aircraft

maintenance, including engine and component overhauls and
spare parts; Airline Service Providers; Ramp handlers; Airside
operators; Airport facilities and services such as Airports Company
of South Africa (ACSA), Handling Agents, etc; and Navigation and
technical service providers.
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7.Marketing, Advertising and Communication (MAC) Sector
This Sector applies o Advertising, Public Relations and Communication as marketing vehicles in all media including
digital platforms. It is applicable to companies who derive more than 50% of their turnover from this sector and apply to
the following:
Advertising companies
Public relations companies.
Communication companies who use Communication as a marketing tool
8.Property Sector Charter
Applicable to all privately owned and public enterprises within the property sector where majority of the revenue is
derived from this sector. The scope of this sector is applicable but not limited to commercial activities in the following
industries:
Residential property industry
Commercial property industry
9.Tourism Sector: Applies to all enterprises within the Tourism Sector and all parts of the value chain in that sector
which applies to the following:
Accommodation
Hospitality and Related Services
Travel and related services
10.Defence Sector
The Defence Sector Code applies to all organisations who derive more than 50% of their annual turnover from operating
in the sector. These include all national and provincial departments, organs-of-state, public and private enterprises
providing Defence material and/or any other supplies, products or services to the Department of Defence and Military
Veterans (DoD). This application extends to all DoD agencies irrespective of whether they procure from local or foreign
organisations.
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B-BBEE Tunover Thresholds per sector
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On Monday 7 February 2022, a new minimum wage was announced by Employment and Labour minister
Thembelani Nxesi. This minimum wage was published in a gazette and it stipulates that the national minimum
wage R23,19 which is a 6,9 % increase from the previus R21,69.
It is therefor imperative that organisations that participate employment programmes such as the Yes 4 Youth
programme, Learnerships or any other internship should be aware of the kind of stipulations this changes comes
with.
The below table(s) illustrate Schedule 2 Learnership Allowances (Section 6(5)) below and after the introduction of
the new minimum wage.

Click Here
to read the
full Gazette
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Ownership through Sale of Asset
by Kenneth Jooste - Director
and
Farhaad Sain - Portfolio Manager
The traditional manner in which measured entities acquire points in respect of the ownership element of their BroadBased Black Economic Empowerment (B-BBEE) scorecard is by entering into ownership transactions which result in
black South Africans acquiring either direct or indirect interests in such measured entities. Such ownership transactions
can be structured in different ways, but typically, where the measured entity is a company, it involves some form a sale
of shares to black South Africans or an entity through which black South Africans will indirectly hold their shares.
When business owners think of black ownership for their businesses their minds immediately go through the minefield of
finding the right partner, complex corporate restructuring, and the myriad of tax implications involved with selling a stake
in their business.
In the B-BBEE Codes, there are however alternative options to consider when trying to increase your black ownership.
One of the options that exist for companies to address their equity targets are driven by a section on the B-BBBEE
legislature known as Statement 102: Sale of Assets
The general principle around Statement 102 is that a measured entity (termed as the seller) who has concluded a
transaction involving a sale of asset, equity instrument or business of a separately identifiable relating business, may
claim the benefits provided for in this statement in its ownership scorecard.
Further to this where a seller has claimed benefits in terms of Statement 102 under its ownership scorecard it may not
claim under the enterprise and supplier development element. This confirms the principle that you may not double count.
Sale of Asset (“SOA”) or Statement 102 as it is commonly referred to in B-BBEE industry allows a company to receive
black ownership if they sell an asset that they own to a black person/entity. This is regarded as deemed ownership to the
company (Measured Entity) selling the asset in question. This option is commonly considered amongst multinational
firms who are restricted in terms of their global policy to change their shareholding structure.
In its simplest form, if a business is worth R100 and the asset sold is worth R10. The business can claim 10% ownership
without any change to its shareholding structure.
One does need to consider however the measurement principles for Statement 102’s over the 3 years post transaction as
certain criteria would need to be met in order for the empowerment yield to hold into perpetuity. It is important that the
asset being sold creates value and grows over the 3-year period, otherwise, that required ownership percentage (10% as
per the example above) will not be achieved. If the original business grows and the new business does not, the actual
ownership point achieved will be less than what was expected. An additional layer of validation is further set out in the
legislature whereby government want to ensure value is being created in the hands of black South Africans, this point of
validation is often referred to the Net Value calculation.
The original business will only receive its final ownership score/percentage after 3 years from selling the asset. The
Rating agency will ascertain the equity equivalence percentage of the company year on year for the first 3 years, this is
quantified by calculating the value of asset sold in relation to the value of the measured entity, thereafter this deemed
black ownership percentage achieved in the 3rd year will then only be locked into perpetuity. Similarly rating agencies
quantify the net value by ascertaining the potion of debt satisfied over the 3-year period following a time-based
graduation factor.
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Further qualification criteria for these transactions to yield their desired compliance result include;
The sale of asset, equity Instrument and/or business must involve a separately identifiable related business which has:
No unreasonable limitations or conditions with regards to its clients or customers; Clients, customers or suppliers
other than the seller; and
Any operational outsourcing arrangements between the seller and the separately identifiable related business must
be negotiated at arms-length on a fair and reasonable basis.
B-BBEE shareholders, or their successors if the B-BBEE shareholding is the same or improved, holding the asset for
a minimum of three years.
The transaction must also result in the creation of viable and sustainable businesses or business opportunities in the
hands of Black people; and the transfer of critical and specialized skills, managerial skills, and productive capacity to
Black people.
Renewable energy has become more of a compelling business case in light of Eskom’s tariff hikes and grid instability.
Many companies have effectively leveraged off the Statement 102 B-BBEE legislature by selling solar plants, business
units that are non-core and even buildings that it owns.
With respect to renewable energy and solar PV, whether paid for upfront after commissioning, or in multiple payments
over an extended period, the benefits of tax incentives to business owners, particularly for solar PV systems of less than
1 MW, are significant.
Where the company tax rate is 28% and payment is upfront, a 100% tax-deductible depreciation allowance in the year of
installation and commissioning will result in a 28% net discount on the purchase price of the system at the end of the tax
year. This significantly affects and reduces the payback period of a solar PV project of less than 1 MW.
Better still, when paying for the same solar PV system on a credit sale agreement through multiple payments over an
extended period, the transaction can be cash-flow positive for the business over the lifetime of the solar PV plant in all
but the first months to the end of the tax year during which commissioning takes place.
With these significant tax incentives, and the rapidly rising price of grid electricity, the business case for installation of
grid-tied, rooftop and ground-mounted solar PV is fast becoming a no-brainer.
Commercial transactions coupled with the simultaneous achievement of a measured entities ownership empowerment
targets via a statement 102 of the BBBEE Codes often makes for a compelling business case, that which afford
peripheral benefits of being empowered within the South African economy
Further qualification criteria for these transactions to yield their desired compliance result include;
The sale of asset, equity Instrument and/or business must involve a separately identifiable related business which has:
No unreasonable limitations or conditions with regards to its clients or customers; Clients, customers or suppliers
other than the seller; and
Any operational outsourcing arrangements between the seller and the separately identifiable related business must
be negotiated at arms-length on a fair and reasonable basis.
B-BBEE shareholders, or their successors if the B-BBEE shareholding is the same or improved, holding the asset for
a minimum of three years.
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The sale of asset, equity Instrument and/or business must involve a separately identifiable related business which has:
No unreasonable limitations or conditions with regards to its clients or customers; Clients, customers or suppliers
other than the seller; and
Any operational outsourcing arrangements between the seller and the separately identifiable related business must
be negotiated at arms-length on a fair and reasonable basis.
B-BBEE shareholders, or their successors if the B-BBEE shareholding is the same or improved, holding the asset for
a minimum of three years.
The transaction must also result in the creation of viable and sustainable businesses or business opportunities in the
hands of Black people; and the transfer of critical and specialized skills, managerial skills, and productive capacity to
Black people.
Renewable energy has become more of a compelling business case in light of Eskom’s tariff hikes and grid instability.
Many companies have effectively leveraged off the Statement 102 B-BBEE legislature by selling solar plants, business
units that are non-core and even buildings that it owns.With respect to renewable energy and solar PV, whether paid for
upfront after commissioning, or in multiple payments over an extended period, the benefits of tax incentives to business
owners, particularly for solar PV systems of less than 1 MW, are significant.
Where the company tax rate is 28% and payment is upfront, a 100% tax-deductible depreciation allowance in the year of
installation and commissioning will result in a 28% net discount on the purchase price of the system at the end of the tax
year. This significantly affects and reduces the payback period of a solar PV project of less than 1 MW.
Better still, when paying for the same solar PV system on a credit sale agreement through multiple payments over an
extended period, the transaction can be cash-flow positive for the business over the lifetime of the solar PV plant in all
but the first months to the end of the tax year during which commissioning takes place.
With these significant tax incentives, and the rapidly rising price of grid electricity, the business case for installation of
grid-tied, rooftop and ground-mounted solar PV is fast becoming a no-brainer. Commercial transactions coupled with the
simultaneous achievement of a measured entities ownership empowerment targets via a statement 102 of the BBBEE
Codes often makes for a compelling business case, that which afford peripheral benefits of being empowered within the
South African economy
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